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ABSTRACT 

 

          This research deals with clarifying the concept of  the flexibility in the interior 
design system of mobile architecture or prefabricated architecture for exhibitions  and 
its relationship to the creative thinking as one of the key points which face the future 
developments and the reflection of the technological development which make its role 
more important in the interior design and furniture.                                                
  
Aim of Research: 

This study focuses on the technological development of portable exhibitions structures and its 
needs. 

Research problem: 

Marginalizationof mobile architecture for Exhibitionsand its relationship to the creative 
thinking due to the difficulty of clarification of design concepts and the technology needed to 
be used by the designerin Developing countries. 

 
I. INTRODUCTION 

 
 
         The evolution of life styles and modern techniques led the designers to move towards the 
development of new concepts compatible with the future of life, so the concept of mobile 
architecture has emerged which allows establishing a building or organizing a site by a 
temporary method, which can be folded, unfolded and installed. It can be also used in man-
made environment and is characterized by being changeable and mobile. 

Mobile show rooms or mobile exhibitions are example of the mobile architecture which will be 
studied to show their advantages and to determine their technology in order to fulfill their 
needs. This study will stress on the types of technology of the transformable furniture, which 
can be folded, unfolded and installed. 
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Results and recommendations:  

• The standard of prefabricated and mobile architecture for exhibitions is 

(the adding, deleting, replacing and changing ability). 

• The units of mobile architecture for exhibitions should be light in 

weight to be easy in dismantling and Composition. 

• The flexibility in the interior design system of mobile architecture for 

Exhibitions appears in a lot of systems such as"Axis cable tension 

system,portable pop up systems&Meroform Modular Systems"Which 

can help in  the creative thinking. 
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• Smart technology is useful in electricity generation and distribution for 

portable Exhibitions in order to save energy to the exhibit and it could 

also be used as an introduction to an associated energy and 

environmental resource center& also it can be balancing an energy-

dependent society with the limits of the Earth’s natural resources.  

http://www.neienergyexhibits.org/about/satellite-exhibit-concepts 

 

Recommendations: 

• The global technology ways for portable exhibitions should be used in 

useful projects of Developing countries. 

• We need more researches of smart technology which should be in a 

mobile architecture exhibitions structures to achieve its target to save 

energy in a developing countries. 

• Nano technology materials characterized by light weight so it can be 

mobilized easily to be utilized in the portable exhibitions, accordingly 

more studies needed.  
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